CASE STUDY

GlobalReach Supports XLN Business as it Grows
Public Wi-Fi Network for UK Small Business
XLN, a provider of phone, broadband, energy and card processing services to more than 100,000 British small
businesses, launched its public Wi-Fi service in September 2016. XLN supplies one in ten high street shops,
one in seven hairdressers and one in ten restaurants in the UK.
In May 2017 the carrier announced that rapid expansion of the network has continued since it was launched in
October 2016, driven by customer demand and growing end user adoption. In April 2017, XLN also announced
support for inbound roaming across the network, making it even easier for customer to connect. It is has now
passed the milestone of 20,000 public hotspots and the service has seen more than a million users.
More small businesses continue to join the network. It’s an innovative service that gives independent traders
a secure way of providing free Wi-Fi without resorting to shared passwords or expensive custom solutions.
It also gives them a way to compete with larger, corporate chains.

GlobalReach Wi-Fi AAA and captive portal platform
The XLN service is supported by technology from GlobalReach Technology and BSG Wireless.
The companies provide the infrastructure making the rapid expansion possible.
The GlobalReach AAA RADIUS and captive portal management platform delivers and manages the Wi-Fi
network, with BSG Wireless providing its industry-renowned ‘roaming hub’. The technology provides XLN with
a carrier-grade, community Wi-Fi network to offer multiple tiered services to business customers and guests.
Including RADIUS / AAA and custom captive portal as standard, the single, central GlobalReach platform has
been integrated with XLN’s existing infrastructure, and supports enhanced Wi-Fi features including roaming,
Passpoint and analytics, allowing XLN to tailor its services for future developments.
The platform can scale infinitely and is proven to support billions of authentications over any device.
This makes it easy for XLN to connect more business customers as the network expands. GlobalReach also
includes an easy-to-use reporting interface to collect and view rich, real-time and historical data to support
network operations and customer insight.
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Highlights
• Launched September 2016
• A free public Wi-Fi service for all XLN business
broadband customers
• 20,000 UK public hotspots (May 2017)
• One million+ end users since launch (May
2017)

“We’re going to create the single biggest small business Wi-Fi network in the UK, and we’re going to Wi-Fi
enable every British high street – it’s as simple as that. This will give customers more reasons to choose
small, independent businesses over corporate giants, and that means more support for independent high
streets as a whole. For anyone that cares about their local high street, this is massive.”
Christian Nellemann, XLN Founder and CEO

“By leveraging our network scale and partner expertise we’ve gone from nowhere in October last year
to running one of the biggest public Wi-Fi networks in the country. Adding dedicated inbound roaming
features to the service only strengthens the proposition by making it even easier for our customers’
customers to connect.”
Andreas Bartels, Head of Wi-Fi, XLN

About GlobalReach Technology:
GlobalReach Technology is a leader in Wi-Fi AAA and captive portal solutions and software
that are purpose-built for today’s service providers, to manage complex wireless services for
business and consumer customers. We specialize in enabling global carriers to quickly deploy
tailored and advanced Wi-Fi services to meet the needs of their customers, including some of
the world’s recognised most advanced and complex Wi-Fi networks.
We’ve built the world’s leading cloud-RADIUS / AAA authentication engine, our award-winning software
also includes secure captive portal and Passpoint Hotspot 2.0 online sign-up server (OSU) to support all major wireless
networks and devices. Our software and cloud-based platform delivers billions of authentications a year for Wi-Fi
services across every continent, including the award-winning LinkNYC, London Underground, Liquid Telecom and
XLN Business services. We also provides professional services to support our deployments.

To talk about using GlobalReach Technology for your AAA and Wi-Fi services, contact us:

sales@globalreachtech.com
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